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Carl Sandburg To Read Communist Riots Call
At Wellesley April IS \ Forth Police Violence
Cart Sandburg, one of the oest-
known and best-beloved American poets
of today, will give the fourth Poet's
Reading here April 15. His poems of
"Smoke and Steel," stock-yard, wheat-
painful and ill-paid toil, come out of
his own knowledge. He was the son
of Swedish immigrants in Galesburg,
Illinois, and had, as a boy, to help to
support his family, since his father's
pay at the railroad backsmith shop was
not sufficient. Carl Sandburg up to
the age of seventeen had driven a
-kiln.
freight-i
, hooking rides on
nd work farther
west, from Kansas to Denver, in wheat-
field, hotel kitchen, carpenter-shop,
anything he could get. Back in Gales-
burg, he again drove a milk-cart and
{
then worked as a house-painter. When
!
came, in I
Lombard College, he decided to get
more education. He entered Lombard
as a special student, thanks to the hun-
dred dollars of pay left him at the
close of the war, and to working as
janitor of the college gymnasium, and
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
Schedule Material Issued
In April Under New System
Now that
moved from Music Hall to Hathaway
House, it is necessary to make a new
plan for supplying students with the
material to be used in making their
choice of electives. The following plan
has, therefore, been adopted:
Schedule material including cards
and other forms will be given out class
by class at Room 20, Administration
Building on the stated dates, hours 8:30
to 12 A.M., 2:15 to 5 P.M.
Class of 1931 Thursday, April 10
Class of 1932 Friday, April 11
Class of 1933 Monday, April 14
As the material for the classes differs,
a student may secure her supply only
on the day announced for her class. A
student who is unable to meet the
hours appointed for her class should
apply after May 14 at Room 7B, Ad-
ministration Building, 8:30 to 12 A.M.;
1:30 to 4 P.M. A charge of ten cents
will be made for each set of forms ob-
tained after May 14, whether it is the
first set or a duplicate set.
The Courses of Instruction will be is-
sued April 10. This pamphlet con-
tains important announcements for all
classes in regard to choice of electives
and special applications, as well as the
dates at which electives are due,
namely. April 28 for the classes of 1931
and 1932, and May 17 for the class of
Commui
rect result of the unemployment situa-
tion, came to a climax on March 6,
-Red Thursday," in the Union Square
riot in New York City, that was classi-
fied by New York police officials as the
worst ever to have occurred. Previous
to the Union Square episode there had
been lesser fights, principally at City
Hall and Tuxedo Hall.
Hand in hand with these manifesta-
tions of Communist feeling has gone
the attack by the Democrats and the
more belligerent Republicans upon
President Hoover's attitude towards the
situation. They have backed up their
claim of indifference with a criticism
of the incompetency
of Labor, whose estimate i
edge of unemployment they
mere propaganda. In actuality they
have come to a point where it is essen-
tial for action to be taken by some leg-
islative body. The Communists are ac-
cused by New York City officials,
namely Mayor Walker and Police Com-
missioner Whalen, of having purely de-
structive motives. Accordingly the po-
lice force has been utilized to teach the
policemen on foot, six mounted police-
men, six on armored motorcycles, and
six in a police riot wagon equipped with
gas bombs and submachine guns were
placed on guard at City Hall because
ing Communist delegation to the Al-
Dunng the entire week preceding the
direction of Grover Whalen, their lead-
duties in the evei
Mayor Walker is:
the effect that "While I
there may be free speech bu
using force
The schedule officer i
tudent who 1:
registration ]not paid for
of ten dollars.
titled to one copy of the Courses of
Instruction, which may be procured
during regular hours, beginning April
10, from the Bureau of
Mile. Mespoulet Lectures
On Jane Poupelet's Art
Mile. Mespoulet. gave a most Inter-
esting and individual lecture on Mon-
day, March 10. on the life and art of
Jane Poupelet, who is generally con-
sidered to be the greatest living sculp-
tress in France.
It is always a revelation to hear
works of art discussed and enjoyed by
a person who knows and admires the
artist, since so much more can be dis-
cerned by a sympathetic admirer than
by a critic who analyses impersonally.
Mile. Mespoulet is well qualified to in-
terpret these sculptures and drawings,
for she has known Jane Poupelet for
twenty years. She began her lecture
by describing their first meeting and
the immediate appeal which Jane Pou-
pelet's magnetism and beauty made.
Then she told of her life and showed
slides of her work as she analyzed it.
Jane Poupelet was born in the Dor-
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
RAILROAD TICKETS
Ad Building
March 24 and 25
COMING EVENTS
Mr. Richard Hill will give the fourth
id last of his talks on race problems
3:40, March 20, at T. Z. E. He will
speak on Current Progress in Race
Drm.s MyuTS, Director
for the World Peace Foundation, and
Editor of Foreign Affairs, will speak at
Wellesley Inn on Thursday, March
he Wellesley Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa has secured as speaker for next
Thursday night, March 20, at 8:15, at
Billings Hall, Professor John Living-
ston Lowes of Harvard, Following the
)f the new members. Profes-
Lowes will speak on Elements of
Inspiration. The address is open to
the college and to friends.
There will be a Student
Billings Hall, Friday
40. The program follows:
Organ: Chorale—"Jesu. Joy of Man's
Desiring" Bach
Arr. by Harvey Brace
Catherine Bunnell '31






Prelude—Opus 2, No. 2
Etude—Opus 11, No. 10
Marjorie Wise '32
Voice: "Know'st thou not that fair
land" (from Mignom Thomas
Helen Brandriff '33
Piano: Concerto in c minor
(1st movement) Beethoven
Dorothy Brown '30
Spalding To Give Last
In Series Of Concerts
i last of the concert series this
is to be given on April 10 by Al-
Spalding, an American violinist
has disproved the idea that
ists cannot cope with for-
eign artists. This man evinces a great
life, an abounding vitality,
ri of interest, and a fine bal-
tween the artistic and the
practical.
Spalding's greatest handicap to suc-
>ss was the fact that he was a rich
an's son. There was a stigma at-
tached, in people's minds, to an ar-
who had not struggled to make his
living and was not encouraged
i wealthy patron. A. G. Spalding,
father, was a successful business
of comfortable means, and gave
a complete, liberal >
ing music, and the
On his first European tour, Spalding
was fairly successful as an artist, but
not financially. His father advised him
to play at low fees in small places.
By following this advice, he gained a
great and wide experience in playing
•>
...n:n
The Horton Lecture will be given on
Friday, March 21, at 4:40 at Alumnae
Hall by Professor Michael Rostovtzeff
of Yale. He will speak on Doura-
Europos, Fostress and Caravan City
on the Euphrates, where excavations
are now being made, and where Mr.
Rostovtzeff has himself worked.
[=1
The next meeting of the Math Club
will be held at A. K. X. on Friday
evening, March 21, at seven-thirty
o'clock.
G=]
Shakespeare Society will present
Twelfth Night tomorrow evening, Fri-
day. March 21, at 8 P.M., in Alumnae
Hall.
(=]
There will be a meeting of Circulo
Italiano, at Phi Sigma. Friday. March
21. at 7:30 P.M. Katherine Tilton '28
will speak about her experiences in
Italy.
A. K. X. will hold an open program
meeting at 8 o'clock, Saturday evening.
March 22. Episodes from Virgil, a
play by Alice Coyle Corbert, will be
presented. Admission is free, and
tickets may be procured at the El
Table Thursday and Friday.
At 8:00 o'clock on Saturday evening,
March 22, at Alumnae Hall, Dance
Drama will present its Chorus Aetur-
nus to the college. This year is an
open year with an especially interest-
ing production.
Next Sunday, March 23. Reinhold
Niebuhr, former pastor of the Bethel
Church in Detroit, Michigan, and at
present Associate Professor of Chris-
tian Ethics and the Philosophy of Re-
ligion at Union Theological
in New York, will be the ch
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
ad to make good on his own, because
is father's backing was of the same
nd he would give any worthy young
ian to go into business for himself.
In 1910 came the turning point in
He this
time given the opport
tour in Russia in ret
dred dollars a concert and traveling
and living expenses. Since
even paying his accompanist. Spalding
.
However, the officers
released him when he was able to ex-
plain the circ mstances with the aid
of the hotel n anager, who translated
he Russian.
Concert sta
other violinist has consistently played
a period of years as
Spalding has. After touring for about
20 years he has built up a clientele
n all parts o the country that has
made possible nearly 100 performances
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
Liberal Club Will Outline
Events In Naval Conference
To clarify some of the ramifications
and complications of the London Naval
Conference the Liberal Club, in con-
junction with the League of Women
Voters, is presenting a program on the
Conference next Tuesday, March 25. at
Agora. Girls representing Mr. Hoover,
Mr. Stimson. Mr. McDonald, M. Tar-
dieu and M. Briand, M. Wakatsuki. and
M. Grandi, will give speeches typical of
those given by these leaders of the
most important nations.
the demands of his own country, and
will state his objections to the stands
taken by the other nations. The "con-
ference" will be closed by Miss Over-
acker of the History Department, who
will summarize the situation in London
today, presenting the outstanding
points of the arguments which have
hindered or furthered the progress of
the Conference. Everyone interested is
"TWELFTH NIGHT'
Friday, March 21, 8:00 P.M.
Tickets at El Table today, 50 cei
ADDITIONAL GIFTS
SWELL POOL FUND
Four Thousand Four Hundred
Made During Administration
Of Present A. A. Board
EXPECTATIONS HIGH
Although most of the college is still
in ignorance of them, several gifts have
n added to the impressive total of
Swimming Pool Fund. During the
; two weeks one individual donation
five thousand dollars was received
from Mrs. Fox of Flint, Michigan. To-
gether with the four thousand four
red already collected during the
administration of the present A. A.
Board, this recent gift places the col-
lege very near the goal of fifteen thou-
sand. If six hundred more is raised by
the college before the retirement of this
thousand dollars will swell the sum
now available to thirty-five thousand.
A few more weeks yet remain for ac-
tion on the part of the college: Dance
Drama and Mrs. Newcomb's concert on
March 24 offer opportunity to the stu-
dent body for achieving the goal. Such
splashes in the Swimming Pool Fund
encourage also attempts to interest
parents in the subject, and various
lucrative results from these sources of
38ti make sanguine the hopes of the
Wellesley Will Send Group
To Model League At Yale
On the week-end of April 26, an-
other Model League of Nations will
be held, this year at Yale. Delega-
tions are being sent from all the east-
ern colleges, each representing a coun-
try in the league. A group of Welles-
ley students, under the chairmanship
of Marion Hunter '30, are already pre-
paring to represent the point of view
of Poland, and in addition to the
registered "delegation" it will be pos-
sible for as many others to acccom-
to New Haven. The official opening is
Friday, April 25. A dance will take
place Friday night, and Saturday will
be given entirely to the representation
of a typical day at Geneva. The topics
to be discussed have been arranged
beforehand so that arguments and
background may be prepared.
As" Wellesley is known for its inter-
est in current "beyond the campus
1 '
events, it is expected to take a rather
prominent part in the "League." Last
year it was represented at Ml. Holyoke,
Yale's immediate predecessor, with a
small delegation that, because of in-
sufficient publicity and preparation be-
forehand, of necessity put Wellesley
into the background. A small sectional
Assembly was held at Harvard a few
months later and much greater inter-
est was shown by the college, twenty
or thirty students going to Cambridge
and a few taking active part. This
year it is hoped that Wellesley, in-
formed sufficiently early, will show
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)





NEW DRAMA COURSE OFFERED
IN WELLESLEY'S CURRICULUM
One hundred and fifty American col-
leges offer courses in play production—
Wellesley's curriculum for next year
places her among them at last. The
Art of Play Production, a third grade
course in the Reading and Speaking






e as offered by Miss Smaill
;erfere with, but will sup-
work of Barnswallows As-
The individual committee
tasks which Barn offers to the aspirant
for dramatic production work have,
since the growth of the college during
the past fifteen years, limited one per-
son's efforts to the minutiae of play
production. The new course would link
together such necessray branches of the
production end as costuming, lighting,
designing and building
coherent whole
the class might feel more capable of
assisting in the direction of plays
themselves. It would also offer train-
ing in choice of plays for particular
standing of character and appreciation
"I can remember." said Miss Smaill,
when I pick up my violin
fall. Once you have attained a
technique at an early age. il
Continued from Page 1, Col 5)
general interest and co-operation,
le willing to go to Yale as an ac-
lember of the "Polish delegation"
Others who desire only to be
spectators might attend in that ca-
pacity, contributing by lending moral
upport to their fellow students. If
nough wish to go. it has been sug-
gested that a special car be chartered
the Junior Prom will probably
cripple representation from that class,
is especially desired that members
the freshman and sophomore classes
ill go, as the underclassmen are
the members of
MARCH 25 DATE OF LECTURE
BY FAMOUS ENGLISH ACTRESS
we put on class plays
only; when three hundred members of
the class would throng the Barn for
tryouts. In those days Barn was a
hodge-podge affair; faculty committees
censored the kisses, and costumes were
surveyed by eagle-eyed critics. The
girls could not invite their fathers to
performances; yet their makeup was
applied by a man. and a casual male
orchestra supplied music for operetta!
Since those days the organization has
changed tremendously; but it remains,
despite all changes in method and ef-
ficiency, the same social body.
Need Central Guidance
"College dramatic organizations do
face a peculiar difficulty: with them
there can be no real progress, as other
theatres know it. for their membership
changes constantly. With them, be-
cause of the limited time, all the tasks
that go into the successful staging of a
play must be parcelled out to small
committees or individual workers. It is
therefore hard to find one central,
guiding spirit in the college production,
and the play loses, lacking such a uni-
fying spirit.
"It is partly to supply this deficiency
in general knowledge of the various
tasks that make up play production in
the college itself, and partly to prepare
girls seriously interested for whatever
they may do after graduation in the
staging and directing of plays, that we
are offering the new course."
The Art of Play Production will be
a three-hour class, consisting probably
of two laboratory and one lecture pe
riod each week. It will be open to stu
dents who have taken a three-hour
course in the department. Both lec-
ture and laboratory pericds will be
under such authorities as Joseph Ur-
ban. Livingston Piatt. George Pierce
Baker, and Prank Chouteau Brown. A
tentative plan of the course follows:
1. Organization of Dramatic Groups
in College, Little Theatres, Community
Playhouses, and Settlement Dramatics.
2. Choice of Plays.
3. Making of Models for Plays Cho-
4. Costuming of Plays.
5. Study of Lighting.
6. Casting the Play.
7. Acting, Voice and Diction, Stage
Movement, Reading of Lines.
liil-lj.iilO
are gay. The Love Parade
tertainment.
The first three days of nex
features T)ie Sky Hawk, with
Chandler and John Garrick. It is an
air story, with all the thrilling excel-
lence of Wings in a plot that is blessed-
ly different from most of the followers
of that epic. With this will be shown
a mystery drama called Tlie Thirteenth
Chair in which the voice of Conrad
Nagel is enough to
MANY NEW BUILDINGS ERECTED
DURING TERM OF MISS HAZARD
The work of Wellesley's f
dent, Miss Caroline Hazard,
up in the happy phrase th;
influence went out to the
and beautifying of the life in
bom at Peacedale,
le 10, 1856. After
i private school in
studies
under the auspices of the Department
Reading and Speaking.
Born of English and Italian parents.
Mrs. Campbell began her stage career
X nineteen. Last summer, in London,
he scored a triumph in "The Matri-
rch." During the intervening years
he played leading parts with Cyril
Maude, Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson,
George Arliss. Pinero, Jones,
and Barrie wrote plays for her.
this rich and varied experience.
years. Mi-..
Ol!
dimmed by the pas
Campbell is devoting her timt
:s on "Beautiful Speech On
the Stage."
the older generation, Mrs. Camp-
acting is a golden memory of
powerful interpretation of great plays,
Outstanding are her roles of Paula
Tanqueray, which she created, in Pin-
The Second Mrs. Tanqueray, ol
Melisande, played to Bernhardt's Pel-
Lady Macbeth, and Eliza, in
Shaw's Pygmalion.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Today, tomorrow and Saturday.
Community Playhouse is showing







her grandfather, Rowland G. Haz;
Her administration dates from July
1, 1899. Unique among Wellesley'
presidents in that she brought to th
office no technical academic training
and no experience as a teacher, Miss
Hazard nevertheless possessed "
executive ability and training
ministrative affairs, both
cumtm-rcUil." Lacking however, t
technical knowledge of courses
study, Miss Hazard at the beginning
her term of office, requested the tru;
the
French, when he first appeared
talking pictures, in Innocents of Pai
The story of TJte Love Parade takes
back to the era of Graustark and The
Prisoner of Zenda, with its intrigues
of queens and kings in the mythical
kingdom of Sylvania. It is sufficiently
rn, however, to admit of the for-
tive duties somewhat different from
that before existing." And at her in-
stigation it was arranged that the dean
should take charge of the more strict-
ly academic work, leaving to Miss
Hazard "the general supervision of af-
fairs, the external relations of the col-
lege and the home administration."
The most pressing problem with
which Miss Hazard had to cope was the
financial one. One of the greatest
achievements during her administra-
tion was the clearing of the college
from its burden of debt, and an in-
crease in the college funds of $830,000.
The gifts for buildings and endow-
ments during the period made possible
the erection of eleven buildings, and
the partial endowment of five profes-
!
sorial chairs. The buildings completed
! between 1900 and 1909 were: Wilder
! Hall and the Observatory; the Presi-
i dent's House, Miss Hazard's gift,
! Pomeroy and Billings Hall; Cazenove;
i the Observatory House, another gift
from Mrs. Whitin; Beebe, Shafer
Gymnasium and the Library. Th.
dowments during these same ;
| were : the Chair of Economics,
Chair of Biblical History, the Chair of








so varied as to appeal to almost every type,
ss, jaunty bolero suits. For the miss with
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Excellent Food Good Service Cheerful
Washington Street
(Continued from Page 1, Col.
a year. He once gave 70 in New York
"Of course," Spalding says, "I shut
to get a good long rest and t
freshened up. I have two solid months
without touching the violin. Ir
way I get back spontaneity am
Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott St., Wellesley
Exclusively for the Guests of Students
Phone Wellesley 0968 Mary B. Hughes, Hostess
<} Hotel Martha Washington
A (Exclusively for Women)
I 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street
\ NEW YORK CITY
A The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town for Shoppi
» or to Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages Ofoted in
A DAILY RATES — NONE HIGHFR
1 Rooms with Running Water . . For One —
A For Two —









1 Visit WILBAR'S and i
A combination of smartness







Mrs. White of Simmons College
spoke at T. Z. E„ Monday, March 10,
on social service work. The require-
ments for training grow more exacting
each year; aspirants to this type of
work must be college graduates and
should have some post-graduate study
in the field. The special schools have
Mruidard courses.
Women can go to the top in this
type of work. Salaries are on a par
with those paid to high school teach-
positions. The field is di-
vided into three distinct parts; the
curative field, the preventive field, and
the progressive field. Mrs. White em-
phasized the necessity of combining all
three types of work in order to main-
tain a balanced perspective.
[=1
On Sunday evening, March 16, at
7:00, Rabbi Levi of the Temple Israel
in Boston led a vespers service at Z. A.
Mr. William Braid White, scientist
and inventor, lectured on March 11 at
8:00 o"clock at Billings Hall on The Re-
lation between Sound and Noise. The
main difference between the two is that
musical tone has shape, is coherent
and periodic, and lasts long enough for
the ear to assign to it name and form.
However, each noise may be analyzed
and divided into a combination of
tones. Mr. White illustrated his points
with an interesting piece of appara-
tus which shows on a screen the tones
as moving lines of light.
On Tuesday afternoon. March 11.
Miss Grace Ely of the Fashion and Art
Research Bureau of the University of
Pittsburgh spoke to a group of students
on opportunities for work in depart-
and requirements of the bureau, which
as a graduate school of the university,
gives the M.A. degree at the end of
the year's study, giving training in all
forms of store management. Applica-
tion must be made during the spring;
only fifteen are selected from the ap-
plicants and these are all given
scholarships covering the tuition. Re-
quirements for admission include two
months' experience working in depart-
ment stores as well as the B. A. degree.
The bureau is also running a European
tour this summer for its applicants,
which gives opportunity for a certain
amount of study and grants two hours
of credit.
r=]
The Barn Boards had a joint party
on Tuesday, March 11, at Z. A., which
was intended for the committee mem-
bers; but two unexpected canine visit-
ors threatened to ruin the party. Once
they were effectively put out of the way,
the party continued, with dinner and
dancing, but not with the donkey game
that a deceptive picture led the guests
For the convenience of all the dis-
sipating students who don't live near
the car line or the square, the Welles-
ley-Wellesley Hills bus line is being
rerouted for its evening trip. It now
leaves the Quad at 7:10, Tower Court
Drive at 7:13, Stone Davis at 7:15,
Fiske at 7:18, and the Square as usual
at 7:20. It returns by the same route,
leaving the Community Theatre at




in college last week
several chapel goers were very
surprised not to hear a public




students, of Durant and Wellesley
Scholars was postponed until
morning, when the day was d
guished by an impressive academic
CONTEMPORARY SOVIET DRAMA
On March 12, Prof. Harry W. L.
Dana of the new School of Drama at
Harvard spoke under the auspices of
the Department of English Compo-
sition on The Subject Matter and
Method of Treatment of Drama in
Soviet Russia. Mr. Dana is qualified
to speak on his topic by twelve months'
residence in Moscow during which time
he saw a play every day, and two on
To Mr. Dana, Moscow seems the
mecca of the modern theatrical world,
since here are produced plays of all
countries and all ages in all sorts of
ways. Only New York can attempt
to rival Moscow in the range and
variety of presentations, and even New
York falls short, despite the fact that
it has twice as many theatres. This
is due to the fact that almost every
Moscow theatre offers a different play
COMMUNIST RIOTS CALL
FORTH POLICE VIOLENCE
i Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
he riot itself was disgraceful. The
Communists may have willfully pro-
d violence, although they claim
they were compelled to do so. In
case, unwonted brutality was dis-
played by the officers of the law.
Blackjacks, night-sticks, and even fists
used by the police to quell the in-
surgents; women were as harshly treat-
pummeled by patrolmen, and in one
one person who had been shoved
offers these under government subsidy
rather than under syndicated interests.
Mr. Dana distinguished between five
types of dramatic treatment in Mos-
cow. First there are the two old
academic theatres. At the larger one
are presented operas and ballets. There
also take place celebrations, such as
those at the tenth anniversary of the
revolution. Gorky's return, and the
hundredth anniversary of Tolstoi's
birth. At the smaller theatre are pre-
sented, for the most part, regular plays,
somewhat old-fashioned, written by
the earlier authors. When new plays
are given, they are produced in the
As the second group of theatres Mr.
Dana mentioned the realistic theatres
that began about thirty years ago with
the Moscow Art Theatre as a result of
Stanislavski and Danchenko's revolt
from the academic to strict, realism.
Here an attempt is made to be sen-
suously and spiritually realistic. Even
revolutionary plays are here presented
with the same spiritual realism that
characterizes the presentation of Chek-
The third type Mr. Dana calls the
synthetic theatre, as represented by
Tairov's Kamerny Theatre. This at-
tempts a synthesis of the Moscow Art
Theatre's aims and realism, and of the
unrealism of the Meyerhold Theatre.
Here are produced all sorts of plays,
ranging from those
those of O'Neill.
(Continued on Page 4, Col
For such unruly conduct to be dis-
played by the representatives of the law
pleasant thing.
s Russian factions have been
for the disturbances in this
country. The Communist Interna-
ls taking advantage of the un-
exploit it to*
being aided by the
Trade Union Unity League, which has
planned and executed most of the dec-
Thursday" was the occasion of
Communist uprisings all over the world,
.e majority of which were unenthusi-
ncallv received by the people. As an
editorial in the New York Times points
greatest enemy
party which holds it in
check in practically every European
peated efforts of Soviet Russia to in-
their government, the Commun-
re a hopeless minority who have
deluded into thinking that they
MR. HILL DISCUSSES EFFECT
OF PREJUDICE ON NEGRO LIFE
talks on Negn
"The Disrupting Influence of Prejudice
upon the Economic Order."
Mr. Hill first mentioned the present
disintegration of the family which is
divided because some of its members
account of their light coloring. This
situation can be remedied only if there
are laws making racial intermarriage
a legal necessity after racial inter-mix-
loweM stratum. Legislation offers l
aid, because there are no negroes
Congress. Even though a negro has tl
in any locality he chooses. In industry.
too, the negro meets race prejudice. In
cases of unemployment the negro is the
first to go. In spite of these condi-
tions, negroes are slowly getting a
sound economic footing. In the pro-
fessions, the negro has had slight suc-
cess. Negroes are admitted into labor
unions if there are enough of them in
the industry. In business relations,
Mr. Hill said the desire for money is
:-i.n.,n»t t than race prejudice.
In Chicago the negroes are fighting
to get somewhere and are succeeding,
but they have reached their high water
mark in the South and West. Harlem
is merely an "artists' colony." Mr. Hill
concluded by saying that race prejudice
has had one beneficial effect; it has




(Continued from Page 1, Col 3)
As an editor of T?ie World Tomor-
row. Dr. Niebuhr is well known for his
articles on subjects of interest to-
day. He contributes also to the Inter-
collegian and the Atlantic Monthly.
His book Does Civilisation Need Re-
ligion? has been used in some of our
reading groups here at college. To
those who attended the Silver
Conference last June, Dr. Ni(
There will be
feature in the Musical Vesper Service
in The chapel on March 23, at
P.M., for which service the College
Orchestra and College Chorus
combine to perform especially arranged
music. The program
Up, up, my lieart with gladness Bach
Come let u$ all this day
Prepare thyself, Zion Bach
Ave Verum Mozart
Jerusalem, Parry
This will be the first musical
pers in which the College Chorus
taken part and the first in which the
College Orchestra has not
The Department of Chemistry has
been so fortunate a
lecture to be gtVen
4:40 P.M. in the Chemistry Building
Professor Mary
Holyoke.
about the research work in which she
has been engaged for the past yes
Berlin. Her experiment on the physical
properties of hydrocarbons have
exceedingly valuable. The lee
open only to advanced students
Department.
The third Poets' Reading i
given by Mrs. Elizabeth Hollister Frost
on March 24. Mrs. Frost is know
her two books, The Lost Lyrist
Hovering Shadows, which deal with her
grief over the death of her husban
with Nantucket.
Newcomb, mother of Mary
Newcomb of the class of 1933.
will give a piano concert Monday
evening, March 24, at 8:00 P.M.. in
Campus Suit
be of Green Kasha
this Spring?
When the jonquils show yellow in the orchard
and the frogs croak down by the boathouse,
try one of these trig; little suits of well-
tailored Kasha in pale Springtime tints! Not
just as an antidote for the first touch of
"Spring fever," however, but because the joy-
ous little flare of the capelet, belted peplum
jacket and skirt gores will be both practical
and smart on the Campus at Wellesley, or
bicycling thru Devon this summer! Imagine,
39 50
Ruth Parker will describe the
art of the famous Parisian
parfumeur "Ciro" at the Slat-




e Saddle Trip in the Rockies
X3 for Young Ladies
A Summer in the Rockies on th
Wyoming, Yellowstone Park, and the Buffalo Bi
Country during July and August for Young Ladie
Each member assigned her own horse, stock s
Sleep in a tepee or oi
moose, coyotes, antelope, deer and elk; cam;
and in the sage-brush, by lakes, waterfalls, 1
and geysers.
Over half the trip comprises layover periods^
one to four days long with loafing, mo
and trout fishing in Rocky r>
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY, MASS., THURSDAY, MARCH
The induction of a new board calls
up reminiscences, hopes, and regrets in
such profusion that, on this occasion at
least the NEWS might well be excused
for indulging in sentimentalism. The
old order changeth, and in giving place
to the new it is permissible, perhaps, if
we slough of! a little journalistic hard-
for opportunities as fleeting as our as-
pirations. In truth, however, the cycle
of days that has brought Major Elec-
tions around again this year continues
to roll those new Major Officers into
their duties so quickly that it is idle for
us to pause to do more than wish them
godspeed.
The editorial chair, the editorial
"we," the official, dictatorial red pencil
have been ours for a year, our only jus-
tification for the ownership of these
lies in some service rendered to Welles-
ley, all, the
, of any one gToup of editors
ters, but, and we would we
this as whole-heartedly as it
THE NEWS. And having
ON THE BROOKS ROOM
Speculation ran wild, suggesting
everything from abolishment of the
Generals to a memorial service for Mr.
Taft as the reason for the sudden call
to required chapel last week. What-
ever the cause, it was agreed that it
would be a matter of all-college if not
cises and their accompanying appeal
were over, there was disappointment
and some irritation, "—only for
that!" and some few absently cut
fresh heel-prints into the soft path
on the way to the Library as they
Well, as a matter of fact, this
ticular path has been just about
the
mitted ' nice tried to sa
but found it impossible. So, as one
must accept an established thing, the
Library path shall be walked on and
our complaint does not lie there.
We are about to protest only against
the attitude which Miss Pendleton
prophesied, that defacement of the
campus and college property is not the
affair of the student body, but only of
the few who are guilty, and perhaps of
that vague thing, the college.
However, just what is "the college"?
Who is it who must suffer when
trophy-collecting escorts strip Sever-
ance of all movable decoration? Natu-
rally, the girls of the house, who must
possess less attractive reception rooms.
They resent it and take means to stop
it. And the same responsibility or
possession falls on every girl in Wel-
lesley. The campus is ours, not tem-
porarily, but as long as we remember
Wellesley and admit ourselves its
do, feel the same resentment toward
those who mar the chairs of the Brooks
room as we would toward someone who
injured a chair in our own room.
sre are many other sides to the
[e, but at this time of the year
e this one of not feeling a suf-
ficient sense of possession in Wellesley
uppermost. For four years we have
iffed at the sentimental attitude of
minae. If they were older we
thought it a hang-over from nine-
1 century influence. If they were
d graduates we thought they
just dutifully if insincerely re-
lg lines according to tradition.
But--we feel this a confession—now
that we surrender the NEWS to the
juniors and see our classmates giving
1931 their mortar-boards on the
;hapel steps, we feel ourselves growing
sentimental, too. And we're almost
ready to murmur platitudes ourselves
appreciating the beauty of'
Wellesley. Well, we will save that un-
grapefruit shells fallen
Last week a Free Press
The Last was published deploring,
Word as we always deplore, the
widespread ignorance of
the world's affairs which prevails
among Wellesley students. It seems
doubtful that deploring can do any
good now. The change from Monday
vice shows that the college has become
saturated with doses of digested news.
and that no further public efforts will
avail. The Agora bulletin board, the
efforts of the NEWS to give analytical
accounts of world affairs, the Thurs-
day discussion group, are found to be
all that we can stand, and the Monday
morning event, equally worthy, was
badly attended. There is perhaps
nothing left for the student to do ex-
cept to use a little independent energy
to gain a thorough first-hand knowl-
edge of world affairs.
Communist demonstra-
BnitaUty, tions in America arouse
Brains, and variously sympathy,
the Commun-laughter or indignation,
response of the
'





communists, and lend a certain amount
of dignity to what otherwise would be
mere pathetic gestures. In these days
of reputed prosperity, the red menace
is certainly remote enough so that spo-
radic demonstrations need not be met
With such hysterical earnestness. Cer-
tainly unnecessary brutality justifies tc
extent the complaints of the com-
iiist-.. and lmvcs their cause an exag
gerated proportion and much good ad
vertising. Whatever one's opinion o
desirability c
nca. the vit




It is hoped to have at the Library
another exhibition of valuable books
i by students, similar to the one
which was so successful two years ago.
If enough students are interested in
collecting books and willing to have
displayed, the exhibition will be
probably the last week in May.
Early manuscripts, early printed books
-17th century) in good condition,
ind rare editions of 18th and 19th
ry authors, limited editions of
modern authors, examples of the work
mous presses, handsomely illus-
l or bound books will all be wel-
1, as well as autograph letters
noted authors. Books and manu-
scripts should be left at the library be-
fore May 1, each one with the name of
wner either in or attached to the
book. A committee of students work-
ing with the librarians will choose the
books to be exhibited.
Ethel Dane Roberts.
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if tlie writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
PROMENADE PROTEST
the Wellesley College Neivs:
;ain the Sophomore Prom is upon
ind sophomores, remembering the
r boredom that was theirs as fresh-
. when they attended this affair,
illmuiy invite their freshmen to it.
The freshmen accept out of a sense of
duty, and think to themselves, "Oh,
C.G. reception last fall!" The time has
come to voice a protest against these
Sophomore Proms. They are just an-
that
enjoys. Mobs of girls they don't
and half the time don't care ab<
snaps, and finally leave with inward
thanksgiving that at last the thing
over. The flowers, that are automal
cally and unfeelingly dished out to t
freshmen by their sophomores, add
pathetic air of foolish and forced fe
livity which is the keynote of the whe
spirit of Sophomore Prom, Let's ab<
1932.
A RESTATEMENT
To the Wellesley College News:
I regret that when, two weeks ago, 1
addressed a Free Press to Lecture Com-
mittees, I did not realize that in many
College Lecture Committee, which I
My requests for greater
consideration in scheduling lectures
were directed to all individuals
groups, by whatever name they n
call themselves, that are responsible
scheduling lectures. I trust that «
thus explanation, my suggestions t
definitely as possible, will receive t
kindly attention of those people
whom they are addressed.
Anna Melville Ker, 1930
BREAD AND WATER
To the Wellesley College News:
To those interested in raising money
for the Swimming Pool Fund a mild
suggestion might not be




(Continued from Page 3, Col. 2)
One of the most interesting is the
Meyerhold Theatre, which Mr. Dana
called "the conditional theatre," using
the word much as Pavlov
lieving that emotions can
through
hold tra




The fifth group Mr. Dana has called
"the new left theatres," which st
out as propaganda theatres, thinking
Meyerhold too arty, but have finally
achieved an art that cannot be ignored
Theirs is an attempt to return tc
reality different from the realism o!
for instance, of having a riveter repre-
sented on the stage by a man whose
ordinary occupation is riveting.
Other types of theatres are those
foreign languages, the satiric theatres,
the operetta, the garden theatres
children's theatre, and the "Living
Newspapers," which act out ci
cinema is also popular, with Eisenstein
doing remarkable work in using the
common people rather than acto
In describing each theatre Mr. Dana
summarized at least one of its newest
plays, such as The Year 1917, The
Armored Train 6914, Roar China.
The Rails Are Humming, in this way
showing that the source for the
ject matter is the life and problems of
the people, their attempt to becomt
part of an industrialized and liter
During a question period. Mr. De
explained, among other things tl
only those plays are censored that
PETITION SENT TO MR. HOOVER
The following petition was signed by
one hundred and seventy-three officers
and faculty of the college
President Hoover on Marc
To President Hoover:
We, the undersigned officers and
faculty of Wellesley College, Wellesley
Massachusetts, while deeply apprecia-
tive of the earnest efforts thus far
made by the American delegation t<
the London Naval Conference to ef-
fect reduction of armaments, desire t(
express the hope that under Americar




declaration that no reduction by agree
ment "can be too low for us," and also




NEW GIFTS TO COLLEGE
Miss Calkins, late Professor of Philo-
sophy and Psychology, has bequeathed
many of her valuable books tc
Wellesley College Library, with
stipulation that any of which thei
may be duplicates be given to
Department for its use. Among
bequests was one of five hundred
lars to the Students' Aid Society.
GOES COLLEGIATE
First there was Required Chapel
And he thought Perhaps
He had done
Those things
h he ought not to have done
Heard
Most fearful rumors that
All Bones were to be suppressed
And that there was to be
No more Barking or
Wai'-m- for the next three weeks
Adonais was up for
Everything
He can't understand his Popularity
But there you are
And he is overworked
And so he hastened
Indeed simply loped to
Has anyone any suggestions?
ON PHILOSOPHY
(If there is any resemblance, Adonais
apologizes to Wordsworth.)
It seemed a phantom of delight
When first it gleamed upon my sight;
A shining realm of visions gay
To haunt, to startle, and waylay.
Philosophy! I loved the name!
It sounded like some magic game,
Some fascinating mental maze
Where we could follow devious ways.
I thought it all was dreaminess
—
A pleasant, airy nothingness
—
I thought that you could toy with it
As with some trifling trick of wit,
Could play awhile—then cease to play,
And wander leisurely away.
I saw it then on nearer view,
A pastime, but a study too!
A game where skillfulness was taught
By patient processes of thought;
I saw in it a chance for mind
To show what reasons it could find;
And I was glad to meditate,
Glad of a chance to speculate.
I felt that I might come to be
A thinker through Philosophy;
That in my very humble way
I, too. might see the fight of day.
I thought that if I pondered long
I surely could not go far wrong:
So. hopefully. I looked to see
Some fruits of my mentality.
But now I am not so serene,
sv-.f.em pi;
To ridicule my ignorance
And crush my weak intelligence.
I see my future doomed by fate
And know I'll never graduate.
The Thing is now a Thing of drea
A wall where I must beat my head
Forever, in a vain attempt
To get around its grim contempt.
It is a monster come to stay
Which plants itself across my way
And stands, unswerving, between









The plays of Shakespeare, Hamlet
perhaps more than other, have always
been subjected to much experimenta-
tion. From variation in sets to presen-
tation in modern dress, every possible
effect must be tried; differences of in-
terpretation have caused long treatises
on the problematical sanity of the
Danish prince. But deeper interest
comes when an actor such as Fritz
Leiber sees the plays as drama that
should be easily and naturally under-
stood, giving a restrained performance
verbiage" of the usual Shakespearian
tragedy.
The performance of Mr. Leiber him-
self is straightforward and sincere. His
voice is excellent and the soliloquies are
art by themselves. The supporting cast
follow well the high standard set by
their director. Philip Quin as Polonius
does work, particularly in the first act,
deserving of special comment. Marie
Carroll as Ophelia is at first disap-
pointing, but she handles the scene of
her madness with such delicacy that
the reason for casting her in the part
becomes obvious.
The costumes and court scenes, ac-
centing the gayety of the marriage
festivities in contrast with Hamlet's
mourning, are remarkably brilliant.
The alternating ominousness of scenes
on the parapet has an effectiveness
suggestive of Meyerhold. As the plaj
progresses, however, the space for ac-
tion is lessened and increased crowd-
ing makes the courtyard scene and the
scene of the duel distinctly inferior.
In general, however, to see this com-
pany is to see Shakespeare well done,
and its method of freedom from the
usual rather baroque emotion causes
anticipation of the remaining plays in
the Boston repertory: Othello, tonight;
King Lear, tomorrow night; and The
Taming of tlie Shrew and Julius Caesar
en Saturday.
V. A. B., '30.
THE TWO VAGABONDS
and stay longer at the El table when
tickets are announced for sale. And
perhaps this is as well, for surely three-




The seventh concert of the Wellesley
series was given last Thursday evening
by Hans Kindler, 'cellist, and Rosa
Mr. Kindler played first a sonata by
Valentini. His next group was a Bach
Adagio and a Toccata by Frescobaldi.
In his classical group Mr. Kindler re-
vealed a nice balance between warmth
In his last group, which included
four Spanish folksongs written by
Joachim and arranged for 'cello by Nin,
Mr. Kindler showed prodigious tech-
nique as well as extremely artistic in-
terpretation. His encores were espe-
cially lovely. He played Ravel's Haba-
nera, also a Roumanian folksong orig-
inally written for the violin by Enesco,
the brilliant Roumanian composer of
'cello by Mr. Kindler himself. His last
encore was a Romance by Glinka.
Miss Low's selections were somewhat
more varied. The first group included
an aria from Mozart's Don Giovanni, a
Gretry aria, and Love Has Eyes by
Bishop. Two Schumann songs and two
delightful Roumanion folksongs made
up the second group. For an encore
Miss Low sang the Sadero Lullaby
which Rosa Ponselle introduced to the
Wellesley audience several weeks ago.
Her last group was made up of modern
English songs. Miss Low's voice was
quite pleasing, especially in the Lullaby
The program was one of considerable
interest because of the folk-music so
often neglected by concert artists.
;:ud]F'nce. the frmiilr- hull'
make-up and poor voice,
the male half of which is in part polite,
in part amused with their own mascu-
Tlie Two Vagabonds, this year's en-
deavor, surpassed last year's offering in
popular opinion, and, let this be said to
the credit of the producers, not cer-
tainly because of the choice of the op-
eretta. But enjoyable as were some
moments of the performance on Satur-
day night, it does seem that Wellesley
could produce even better, more color-
ful, more entertaining light opera than
Barnswallows gave us. Surely from an
undergraduate body of the size and va-
iety of Wellesley could come a more
finished production.
And yet operetta contained some
good features this year; Dorothy Hall
Janet Rosenthal put on some very
good comedy; and though the settings
were distressingly mediocre, the cos-
in the second act, were colorful.
The choruses managed to execute their
with considerable dexterity,
considering that the initial mistake of
making them too large handicapped
them. Perhaps it is better not to damn
faint praise; operetta has come,
and gone, bringing its share of enter-
linment; for the rest—there is always
nother year!
The presentation of The Tioo Vaga-
onds was quite pleasing musically.
The music of the operetta was written
by Jakobowsky; the libretto is the work
of Claxson Bellamy and Harry Paulton
The music is seldom the equal of that
t the Gilbert and Sullivan operas, b
it is always tuneful and pretty.
The choral work of the operetta w
far superior to the solo work, with
few exceptions. Rosalie and Leon
seemed the most competent for their
roles. Rosalie's voice was unusually
well suited to the Lullaby in the second
act. Leon's Darkest the Hour was
quite beautifully done. The soldiers'
chorus in the first act, and the Gavotte
were outstanding choral numbers.
Throughout the operetta the chorus
COLLEGE ART ASSOCIATION
The College Art
ing Exhibition is now at the .
ing. It is a group of picture
gathered by the C. A. A. and
of the colleges which belong to the As-
sociation. It is an admirable idea and
must be particularly appreciated by
small, out-of-the-way colleges, which
find it very difficult to put on new ex-
It is unfortunate that the exhibition
ii a veritable potpourri and of a low
standard. There are oils, water colors,
drawings and prints by contemporary
artists, most of whom are Americans
who are disciples of the French mod-
erns. Five of the prints which are ex-
hibited are offered as prizes for
dent competition of original
Again, the idea of having studer
petitions is better than the prints. The
; on the catalogue should be the
greatest stimulation to encourage peo-
i paint for a living, for they seerr
extremely high, and the paintings such
that any child could do, for example,
In the Park, by Milton Avery. More
likely, the whole exhibition, with
exceptions, is a horrible example of
the
paintings which stand out as well
and interesting are not for sale. They
paintings by Marjorie Phillips,
James Chapin, Robert Henri, and Luigi
Lucioni. The last is a tour de foi
beautifully meticulous painting which
actually presents textures. After lo
other paintings, many
which are mussy, undefined, with dirty
it is pure joy to look at the
Print by Lucioni, which 1
ordered production of an
ntellectual artist.
POET'S READING
On Monday afternoon, March 17, Mr
David Morton, of Amherst, gave the
second Poet's Reading of the season
He prefaced his reading with a few re-
marks on the diffidence of the modern
poet, caused, no doubt, by the modern
of as well as the
i average Ameri-
defence of the
ful to let fly for-
v.v ihcni in a fitting form. Mr.
Morton's own work is an example of his
In all his poems, whether they were
experiments in catching the color of a
landscape or a tea-table, or in repro-
ducing the emotions or the effect of
is, Mr. Morton has tried to put
i beautiful form the impressions
moment. He has caught the pe-
the :
which he speaks. His re
made delightful, not only bee
voice, but because of
which he gave t
RARE ITEMS OF THE BROWNING
COLLECTION NOW ON DISPLAY
The exhibition of the Browning let
ters and personalia which is beinf
shown in the cases outside the Treas
ure Room has many items of interest ii
it. Not only can one see the locket
containing the hair of the devoted
ert. and the watch that once belonged
tc Elizabeth Barrett Browning, but also
the first and last letters that were ex-
changed between them, and the envel-
opes, neatly numbered, in which they
























of paper and the minute handwriting,
our modern efforts at correspondence
take on a blatancy that no amount of
poetry could efface.
For those
the case will have a great fascination.
There are shown such rare items as the
first edition of Pauline, of which there
are only a very few copies in existence;
Miss Mitford's copy of the Sonnets, pri-
vately printed, which she gave to
Charles Kingsley; the original manu-
script of Mrs. Browning's Aurora
Leigh; and the copy for the 1850 edi-
tion of Mrs. Browning's poems, with
notes to the printer in her husband's
hand. The whole collection shows how,
even in their work, the husband and
wife collaborated. Perhaps the most
interesting of all the collection is the
copy of Little Mattie which Mr. Brown-
ing sent to the college himself, when
the Browning collection was first start-
ed in the old College Hall.
LOST!
After the operetta on Saturday night
Roy Lampson, after entrusting his
portfolio of music to a stranger, was
unable to find it. It is a black leather
folio containing all his music. Will
anyone who finds a portfolio of such a




Tltirr-.ria//. Friday arid Saturday
MAURICE CHEVALIER in
"The Love Parade"
Week of March 24
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
"The Sky Hawk"
'The Thirteenth Chair'







amesake, [eunesse is youth
crsonified. And the college girl
will approve atonceof thisdashing little
shoe with it's demure bow trimming
You may choose (eunesse in black moire,
patent leather, green, brown, or black
kid. It is priced at Si 2.50 the pair and
represents one of our very best style-and




Out From Dreams and
Theories
TRAINING FOR Pl'IU ISHING
A training course for Publishing
the
;
Pub-Colleges Are Doing. A
lishing and the Book Trade which has
been established at the University of
Leipzig, has already proved a success,
and a permanent endowment is being
arranged by the German publishers. A
description of the course is of interest.
"Students begin the course with such
subjects as paper-making, paper trade,
printing, bookbinding, illustrating, and
the art of reproduction. Then come
authors' rights, specialized markets for
various descriptions of books, classinea-
scientific, legal, religious, technical,
sport, and all sorts of art productions
from postcards to etchings."
VA< ATION VISIT TO MACY'S
R. H. Macy & Company invites ai
Wellesley girls who applied for
the Training Squad—or others who
wish to know more about the possibili-
ties for college graduates with R. H.
Macy's—to visit the store during vaca-
tion. It will be more convenient for
the store if all who can will come at
the same time, Saturday, April 5, at 10
A.M. The group is asked to meet in
Miss Shannon's office in the Training
Department on the 16th floor. Since
Miss Shannon would like to know ap-
proximately how many to expect, girls
planning to go are asked to sign on the
list posted on the door of Room 1, Ad-
ministration Building.
The Personnel Bureau has received
an appeal from the District of Kiangsu,
China, for ten Chinese girls and ten
American girls to organize evangelistic
work among their countrywomen there.
Those desiring further information can
acquire it by writing to Dr. John W.
Wood, at the Church Mission House,
281 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
MISS HART DESCRIBES VISIT
TO ANGKOR WAT IN CAMBODIA
On Monday, March 10, Miss Miller's
Far East History class had the privi-
lege of hearing Miss Hart describe her
visit to Cambodia, the remote province
in Indo-China where the famous tem-
ple of Angkor Wat is located.
Angkor Wat is the largest temple In
the world, its outer walls being two
miles in length. It consists of a series
of unroofed courts. A broad causeway
crosses the seven hundred foot moat,
this bridge being decorated
tic seven-headed serpents carved
stone. The courts consist of
naded galleries with high towi
their corners, and each court is
higher level than the one before.
In the runways from court to court
the great processionals of elephants
which used to pass through
tured on the walls. In some of the
corridors exquisite grill work tempers
the light but allows
ings which give a
forming picture of the life of the past.
The courts narrow toward the holy of
holies, whose entrance is gained by
a terrifically steep flight of steps.
The temple was originally dedicated to
the Brahminical gods, but is now a
Buddhist shrine.
The miles of sandstone carvings are
in general of five different types. First,
there are conventionalized flowers and
vines of the tropics, making arabesque
tracery patterns. Second, there are
miles of dancing girls, the torsoes con-
ventionalized, but the faces giving a
wide variety of subtle expression. Tnird,
there is the representation of national
epics, the Ramayana and the Mahara-
bata. Then comes the pictures of com-
mon life and last representations of
heaven and hell, the tortures of hell
being particularly graphically repre-
from Page 1, Col. 1)
tutoring. He took part in college
sports as a basketball player, and was
a member of the college magazine
board. Through acquaintance with one
of the faculty he joined the Poor
Writers' Club, the members of which
both wrote and severely criticized
their own productions in verse and
Having finished his course at Lom-
bard, Mr. Sandburg characterically ex-
perimented in various forms of more
expert work, which introduced him to
sorts of people and places. He
agent for a film company, was a
political worker for the Social-Demo-
pai"ty in Wisconsin, did news-
paper work in Milwaukee, was sec-
retary to that city's first Socialist
mayor, Emil Seidel. was on the staff of
System in Chicago, and later on the
Chicago Daily News, with which he
has been associated since 1917.
His first book of poems, In Reckless
Ecstasy, 1904, was a pamphlet en-
couraged by Professor Wright at Lom-
d. In 1914 Poetry accepted some
his poems, among them Chicago,
which he received a prize. His first
1 volume, Chicago Poems, appeared
1916. Since then he has published
nhuskers. Smoke and Steel, Slabs of
the Sunburnt West, and Good Morn-
collection of selected
ut the last appeared
his serious poetry,
which reflects, as the work of no other
o
nerica, he has published three
ies of Rootabaga Talk for chil-
and has also written his ad-
mirably sympathetic biography of Lin-
coln. The Prairie Years,




ies and by his singing of
17) to the guitar. He comes
largely because of his af-
Katharine Lee Bates.
Hutzler Brothers Company in Balti-
more, Maryland, offer store training to
a group of college graduates. Miss
Alice Koller, Personnel Superintendent,
will be glad to come to Wellesley to in-
terview any students who are inter-
ested. Any seniors who would like to
talk with Miss Koller or get more de-
tailed information about Hurler's
training plan should see Miss Sturgis











that fit like a magical "extra




March 24, 25, 26
g.±ns J! L a, miLi
with a complete and interesting group of Spring
clothes, and their accompanying accessories . . .
all exemplifying the authentic fashion trends of
this season, as stressed in Paris, at Palm Beach,
in New York!






A select party of students will leave New York via the Cunard
Line S. S. Samaria on Saturday, June 21st, for a most comprehensive
72-day tour of Scotland, England, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany,
Italy and France.
Special arrangements have been made for the party to witness
the "Passion Play" at Olu'rammcrnau, and a special auto tour to the
Chateau Country.
This Wellesley College Tour offers a wonderful opportunity
for students to spend a most enjoyable, as well as educational sum-
mer abroad, and the inclusive rate for the tour is exceedingly low,
considering the high class accommodations and service provided.
oklet describing tl
i Mary G. Hamble








For Sophomore Prom, delight
^P^*\ anc^ gladden her with a lovely
•Ic&K-x corsage. Sophomore Prom is a
big event for a Freshman, and
UffrgAj? v the flowers you send will be






THE better you feel the
more you can do for yourself
as well as everyone else. The
"senior who has done most
for her college" is the one
who always has the energy
and strength to put things
Shredded Wheat helps you
lead in campus activities. Tt
gives in readily digested
form all the food elements
\ it.ilitv-|>i-MjiKini> breakfast.
A Shredded Wheat Biscuit
or two swimming in rich
milk every morning will put
you on your toes for the busi-




THE PURPLE PUP PAYS A CALL
TO SCENES OF TOWN MEETING
What does the college i
about life?—nothing. What does she
flow on beyond Fiske and Homestead
Gates?—nothing. This being the sen-
timent in Adonais's mind at the mo-
ment, he went to the Wellesley Town
Meeting held in Alumnae Hall. Monday
night. March 10. Here was a taste of
the real thing—here were the hearts of
the people bared as only the real con-
could observe
anything.
After a few reports had been read
and duly voted upon, the subject of
street improvements came up. It
would be well if a list of these twenty-
Building so that those senio s with a
passion for education might complete
it by exploring the unknown egions m
their Fords or Rolls Royces, a the case
may be. Have you heard o Garden
Place, for instance? If not. you do not
know anything about the important is-
sues of life. Garden Place, il
not highly populated, as yet, but it is
only 30 feet wide, and is prone to be
muddy. The vital point is, s rail it be
of the Wellesley College
year 1906-07 Miss Hazard
;
in the spring of 1908, at
winter of 1909, she was obliged to
absent on account of ill health; and
July, 1910, the




15 Fayette St., Boston, Mas..
Announces a before Easter sale, at
The WeUesley Inn, on Friday, March Zlst
Hand-made articles, scarfs, bags and linens. Gifts and bridge prizes.
Peek-In Gift Shop
124 Mt. Vernon Street
Boston, Mass.
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
WABAN LODGE
active rooms for perma
and transient guests
11 Waban Street
Breakfast served il desired
WeUesley 0218-W
Let us preserve that photograph you have by
framing it in a Morocco or Florentine leather, silver
or hand-carved frame.
A good assortment from which to select at moderate prices.
1=1
Studio of F. E. SLINGERLAND
Morton Building, WeUesley Tel. Well. 1975
Before You Leave
Send frocks






else you'll need to wear on your va-
cation, to the Cleaning Service
While You Are Away
We can do your curtains
. .
. rugs
. . . covers . . . pillows . . . anything
else to make your room look bright
and springlike. They will be ready
on your return.
WeUesley 0727
'26 Caroline G. Johnson to Mr.
James E. Brown, Jr., March 1.
'29 Elizabeth Nash to Mr. Homer
Pierce Cochran, March 14.
'12 To Gertrude Dudley Chase, a
son and second child, Paul Dudley,
'17 To Katharine Morse Truscott, a





printed in the I
COLLEGE NOTES
Married
30 Dorothy Feiner to Richard
Rodgers, March 5.
F. H. Porter, College Hardware Shop




Wellesley Inn, Room 5
Hours 9:30 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Phone Wei. 0180, 0049, 0050
Don't Forget to Take a Token of Remembrance
Home With You on Your Spring Vacation from the
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON
Gifts of Charm and Distinction
ARCADE 1814-W WELLESLEY
EVERY GIRL











are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
For Rent, $5.00 per Annum and up
The Wellesley National Bank
Capital $200,000 Surplus $350,000
Drink







Coca-Cola was made for times like these.
Here's a drink that will quickly invest
you with some of its life and sparkle.
Give you exceeding joy in its tingling, deli-
cious taste. And leave you with that cool
after-sense of refreshment in which a right-
eous megalomania may wax fat and prosper.
9 Million A Day-it had to be good to get where it is
i isti \ in -
